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Preface

Meetings of cultures in the Black Sea region, ranging from conflicts to coexis-
tence, was the topic of the Danish national research foundation’s centre for 
Black Sea Studies’ seventh international conference. Meetings of cultures is an 
overarching theme which forms an umbrella over most of the centre’s activi-
ties. it is also a theme which arouses strong feelings, because modern identity 
formation – not just in the Black Sea region – is to a significant extent still tied 
to this more distant part of the region’s past, as we learnt especially from the 
contribution by V. Mordvintseva. thus, it was with great expectation – and 
also some trepidation – that we in January 2006 embarked upon this venture 
together with a group of eastern and Western european colleagues.
 Because of the different backgrounds of the participants, and because it was 
needed to bridge the gap between those scholars for whom Black Sea studies 
are local history and for those whom it is “just” another part of antiquity, it is 
unavoidable not to operate with much elasticity in the very concept of culture. 
therefore, in the present context we use it as a pragmatic, analytic category.
 as is well known, from the remotest antiquity the indigenous and nomadic 
non-greek populations of the Pontic region were persistently viewed as one 
of the major “others” (e.g. hartog 1980). and because the region geographi-
cally was located as a bridge between europe and asia it was, and still is, 
also part of a europe/asia discourse of dichotomy (cf. neumann 1998). the 
region and its non-greek inhabitants were thus doubly “othered” foremost 
by the Mediterranean greeks.
 as far back in time as antiquity, Western self-understanding and identity 
formation has been shaped not least through its colonial experiences (Stein 
2005, 16, 22). With colonies in india, the caribbean, and africa, as well as 
rule over the faroe islands, iceland and greenland, even a small country like 
Denmark has been a colonial “power” for more than 600 years. until recently, 
such colonial experience has led to a very static picture in our analysis of co-
lonial encounters. however, as a result of post-colonialism, post-modernism 
and now globalization our conception of colonization has undergone a rapid 
and far-reaching conceptual change. gone are the days when the Black Sea 
region was seen as a sea of barbarian wilds enlightened by small flicks of 
greek civilization along the coast. accordingly, we prefer using the terms 
‘meeting’ or ‘encounter’ whereby we want to emphasize the dynamic nature 
of the cultural interaction, and by using the term settler rather than colonist, 
we avoid much heavy semantic baggage of former times. a similar approach 
has recently been proposed by e.k. Petropoulos in his book from 2005, Hel‑
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10 Preface

lenic Colonization in Euxeinos Pontos: Penetration, Early Establishment, and the 
Problem of “emporion” Revisited, in which he suggests that the ancient greek 
word apoikismos is used instead of colonization.
 at the conference there was a general tendency to draw the lines between 
the “them” and “us” dichotomy less sharply than had been the case in previ-
ous research, as well as a more obvious focus on the successful meetings of 
cultures and coexistence instead of on conflicts and on what did not succeed. 
this follows a general trend in the study of colonial encounters, i.e. emphasis 
is on how the practices of colonialism had a pervasive and transformative im-
pact on the cultures of all groups involved neither discriminating the colonized 
nor the colonizer. accordingly, this results in a less hierarchical approach to 
the understanding of cultural interactions.
 the self/other perspective upon the region is more readily visible in the 
literary sources created in the Mediterranean than it is in the local, material 
sources, be they epigraphy or archaeology. this becomes evident in the four 
different contributions that discuss the same narrative source, namely the 
Scythian logos in herodotos’ fourth Book (D. Braund, P. Guldager Bilde, G. 
Hinge, and R. Osborne). all four target the question of the culture and identity 
of greeks and Scythians and their interplay (or lack of same), and as foresee-
able, the result of the individual analyses is quite different. thus, as formu-
lated by r. osborne, the material sources in the quest for an understanding 
of the identity formation on the local level are to be privileged.
 life in the world of ideas and lived or real life are two very different things. 
Surely, settling the Black Sea region was a challenge for the greeks. compared 
with the Mediterranean, this happened relatively late, and as explicated in 
the paper by by J.M. Højte, the attempts at settling the land were not always 
equally successful. So when viewed with Mediterranean eyes, the Black Sea 
region was a marginal one, and even though vain attempts were made to 
prove the contrary no Mycenean or even greek iron age material has been 
found, and the region is also completely devoid of Phoenician colonies.
 a number of papers presented at the conference discussed the physical 
arena of the colonial encounters, namely the production zones surrounding 
the newly founded cities and settlements. Because of the various claims laid 
upon the territory, space had to be negotiated all the time, and it is obvious 
that there were many ways of managing the landscape. three contributions 
in this volume, not presented at the conference, provide new insights into 
the physical management with systematic land divisions (A.V. Gavrilov, A.V. 
Karjaka, and T.N. Smekalova), and such projects surely could only function in 
periods of collaboration if not outright co-habitation.
 it was in the countryside that the meeting of settlers and indigenous tribes 
mostly took place. two of the papers (P. Attema and A. Baralis & A. Riapov) 
showed how the various ethnic groups settled in different but neighbouring 
ecological zones. this was particularly clear in the case of aegean thrace 
as shown by Baralis & Riapov, but also in the territory of Sybaris something 
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Preface 11

similar took place according to Attema. the same pattern can clearly be seen 
around the Džarylgač lake in western crimea, where greeks and barbarians 
settled at each margin of the demarcated agricultural zone, as established 
in the Danish Black Sea centre’s ongoing fieldwork (Bilde et al. 2007). the 
management of widely extended chorai, the Metapontion model, seems to be 
characteristic of the Black Sea region. this must be considered revealing for 
the greek-barbarian relationship in the region. Settling side by side – and 
even burying their dead side by side but in separate plots is visible in the 
necropolis of Pičvnari as shown by M. Vickers & A. Kakhidze.
 although we are obliged to accept that the power balance in many in-
stances was in favour of the indigenous population, the cultivation of the land 
and the establishment of exchange systems must nevertheless, as stressed by 
D. Braund and J.M. Højte, have been beneficial for all participants in the ex-
change network.
 Several papers investigate the dynamics of the cultural exchange of vari-
ous types of goods. N. Gavriljuk discusses the function of attic black-glazed 
pottery in the tombs of the forrest Steppe Scythians. the paper by L. Sum‑
merer gives an interesting insight into the creative reception, emulation, and 
transformation of architectural terracottas and their ornamentation between 
the South coast of the Black Sea (Sinope, amisos) and the hinterland, in the 
double-cultural influence from the greek, one the hand, and from anatolia, on 
the other. in the paper by N. Novicenkova, on a hilltop sanctuary near gurzuf 
in the Mountain crimea a portrait is painted of a central place in the taurian 
culture, where votives of Mediterranean and Bosporan types show a close 
connection with the surrounding cultures.
 in general, the perception of how it was to be greek in the Pontic realm 
was heavily debated at the conference. Was there a thick or a thin coherence 
(cf. Sewell 1999)? how much influence – if any –was exerted by the indigenous 
tribes upon the greek settlers? and vice versa? and how do we weigh the 
individual building blocks of identity, such as ethnic affiliation, gender, age, 
status etc., against each other? Several papers agree that status and power 
were perhaps more important markers than ethnicity (D. Braund, P. Guldager 
Bilde, J. Hjarl Petersen), and P. Guldager Bilde even attempted to turn the discus-
sion upside-down in her attempt to introduce the term diaspora as a means of 
obtaining a glimpse of the psychological side effects of settling abroad within 
a comparative sociological framework.
 five contributions included in this publication were not presented at the 
conference. however, since they fit well with the theme and/or present im-
portant new relevant data are they included here (A.V. Gavrilov, G. Hinge, 
A.V. Karjaka, and T.N. Smekalova). the papers in the publication are for the 
most part grouped thematically. the book opens with the broader historical 
context as presented by J.A. Vinogradov and V. Mordvintseva, in addition to 
reflections on the psychology in the process of settling by P. Guldager Bilde. a 
section follows with three papers discussing the spaces of identity as found 
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12 Preface

in the chorai of Sybaris by P. Attema, and aegean thrace by A. Baralis. five 
contributions bring us close to the theme of conflict and coexistence. J.M. Højte 
discusses the occasions where greek settling failed, and A.V. Karjaka brings us 
the new data on the excavation of the city wall in olbia. this manifest marker 
of latent conflicts teach us (as did D. Braund’s contribution) that conflicts are 
found not alone between the greeks and the barbarians, but equally among 
greeks themselves, because what may have left the most significant traces of 
destruction in olbia around the city wall, may have been caused by alexan-
der’s general, Zopyrion, rather than groups of barbarians. in this section, also 
the second contribution by A.V. Karjaka and the papers by A.V. Gavrilov and 
T.N. Smekalova give further details as to the actual territory management. then 
follows a section on the dynamics of cultural exchange seen from a perspec-
tive, on the one hand, of power rather than ethnicity (J. Hjarl Petersen) and, 
on the other hand from various indigenous tribes – be they steppe Scythians 
(N. Gavriljuk), anatolian (L. Summerer), or taurian (N. Novičenkova). included 
also is a paper on roman apsaros at the border of the roman limes (E. Kakh‑
idze). finally, three papers consider the reciprocal strategies exerted by the 
greeks and Scythians in olbia as described in herodotos’ fourth Book of his 
histories (R. Osborne, D. Braund, and G. Hinge). together the three papers fully 
explicate how we also describe ourselves when we describe the “others”. Self 
and other are two sides of the same coin – yesterday, today and, tomorrow.
 Before finishing this preface, it is a great pleasure for us to extend our 
heartfelt gratitude to colleagues at the centre, who have helped to make this 
book: kristina W. Jacobsen, who did a lot of editing, Jakob M. højte who un-
dertook the hard job of editing the illustrations, and finally elena Stolba for 
checking transliterations. the articles were linguistically revised by robin 
Wildfang and Stacy cozart.

Pia Guldager Bilde and Jane Hjarl Petersen
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rhythms of eurasia and the Main 
historical Stages of the kimmerian 

Bosporos in Pre-roman times

Jurij A. Vinogradov

two centuries of studies on the kimmerian Bosporos have played an enor-
mous role in our understanding of this region of the ancient world. only in 
recent years, however, thanks to large-scale archaeological research carried 
out on the sites of Bosporos and other ancient centers of the northern Black 
Sea littoral and on the adjacent territories inhabited by local tribes, has it be-
come possible to offer a pattern of historical development for the region which 
differs from the customary division of ancient history into archaic, classical, 
hellenistic and roman periods, or, more precisely, which concretizes it, consid-
ers its regional peculiarities, and provides it with local nuances.1 among the 
regional peculiarities, the development of greek-native (оr greek-barbarian) 
interrelations in the northern Black Sea area, and especially the determination 
of the stages connected with the advance of new nomadic tribes (Scythians, 
Sarmatians) from the east, must be considered the most important.
 in truth, the most important feature of the greek colonies of the northern 
Pontic area was the fact that they interacted with the very mobile world of 
the eurasian nomads.2 Periodical movements of nomads from east to west 
(approximately one every 200 years) resulted in serious alterations in the 
military-political situation of the region,3 impacting the development of all 
the people and states adjacent to the steppe zone. nomadic tribes determined 
the local military-political situation because of their military strength and 
significant mobility, thereby also heavily influencing the economic situation, 
not only within the territories inhabited by local tribes but also in the ancient 
poleis of the northern coast of the Black Sea, including Bosporos.
 nomadic invasions of new territories led, as a rule, to military crises, lengthy 
wars, etc. the period of invasion itself as a rule lasted approximately 30-50 
years. after this period, a second stage occurred, characterized by the nomads’ 
establishment of their leadership over the “new motherland”, and a systematic 
extra-economic exploitation of the settled and semi-settled populations of the 
region. this stage was a time of stable and relatively peaceful relations in the 
steppes and adjacent territories (it lasted 100 years or more). the third stage is 
characterized by a crisis in the nomadic economy, the end of which was con-
nected with a new wave of eastern nomads and a new period of instability.
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Jurij A. Vinogradov14

 among the greek states of the Black Sea coast, the kimmerian Bosporos 
was situated as the very first advanced post on the route of barbarian move-
ments from the east. the rhythms of eurasia determined the main historical 
stages of its development. the history of the kimmerian Bosporos in pre-
roman times may be subdivided into the following seven main stages:

Stage 1. Settling the region (600‑480 BC)

During this phase, greek appropriation of the littoral of the Strait of Кerch 
took place, and of a series of apoikiai in this territory were established as well 
as contacts with neighboring local tribes. Sound reasons exist for assuming 
that greek penetration into the northeastern Black Sea area and the Sea of 
azov began at an early date. Material from the ancient settlement located at 
present-day taganrog suggests that it was founded as early as the third quarter 
of the 7th century Bc.4 the bulk of the settlements around the Strait of kerch, 
however, were founded later, between the first and second quarters of the 
6th century Bc.5 Why did the colonists not cross the Strait earlier? Why did 
they not found any colonies in the Bosporos itself? Perhaps this was due to 
the demographic situation there? at any rate, in the relatively small territory 
of Bosporos numerous greek settlements first arose at a later date,6 unlike 
other areas of greek colonization in the northern Black Sea region. Some were 
apoikiai or city‑states (Pantikapaion, nymphaion, Phanagoria, hermonassa, 
kepoi, Sindian harbour = gorgippia), while other settlements – several dozen 
known from written sources and archaeological evidence – were most prob-
ably founded as a result of internal colonization of the region (Myrmekion, 
tyritake, Porthmion, etc.).7 it is interesting that the earliest settlements of the 
european Bosporos were rather large units, later transformed into towns. i 
believe this development was caused by demographic factors: the proximity 
of pre-caucasian Scythia and the periodic movements of groups of Scythians 
through Bosporos (hdt. 4.28).8 to my mind, these periodic movements were 
the most important factor for the demographic situation here. this is prob-
ably why the Bosporans could not create a system of agricultural settlements 
around the towns similar to that of the olbia region.9

 there exist sound reasons for assuming that the greek colonial settlements 
appear to have proceeded unhindered without threat from external enemies. 
Sometime around the middle of the 6th century Bc, however, the greek settle-
ments met with substantial reverses. these reverses are apparent first of all 
in the traces of large-scale fires in kepoi, Myrmekion and Porthmion.10 Devel-
opment of the taganrog settlement stopped at approximately the same time 
as well.11 it is interesting that in Myrmekion and Porthmion the remnants of 
early fortifications (from the second half of the 6th century Bc) were found.12 
these are the earliest fortification systems currently known in the northern 
Black Sea area.
 the results of contemporary archaeological studies enable us to assume 
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Rhythms of Eurasia and the Main Historical Stages 15

that almost all greek settlements originally had a rather primitive “semi-
barbarian” architectural appearance with semi-dugout dwellings and house-
hold buildings. the period of construction of dugouts apparently ended 
some 70-80 years after the foundation of the settlement. at that time all semi-
dugouts were covered with earth, and in their place buildings constructed 
above-ground, paved yards and streets etc. were erected. the creation of 
these urban structures may be seen as the completion of the colonists’ period 
of adaptation to the difficult climatic, ecological and demographic condi-
tions of the region.13 from this time until approximately the end of the first 
quarter of the 5th century Bc they were at the peak of their powers in all 
aspects of life.

Stage 2. The rule of the Archaianaktids (480/79‑438/7 BC)

the rule of the archaianaktids is only described by one ancient source (Diod. 
12.31.1). archaeological material, however, demonstrates that this was a time 
of noticeable instability on the steppes of the northern Black Sea area, related 
to an increased Scythian aggressiveness. this may be explained by a number 
of factors,14 but the most important of them is probably the westward advance 
of a new Scythian tribe from the eastern eurasian steppe.15 these new nomads 
had, from an archaeological point of view, a rather different material culture, 
but the differences seem not to have appeared significant to the greeks, who 
extended the same ethnic-name, “Scythians”, to them too.
 it seems to have been these new groups who were responsible for the in-
creasing aggressiveness recorded by all sources: for example, the political and 
military expansion into the Balkans (hdt. 4.40) and the growth of internecine 
warfare, which, by the second quarter of the 5th century Bc, had become en-
demic.16 as a result of these changes, the greek colonies of the region found 
themselves in a very complicated situation. numerous rural settlements in the 
lower Bug area and the Dniester area ceased to exist.17 traces of fire were re-
vealed in many Bosporan sites, and in some of them defense installations were 
erected (Pantikapaion, Myrmekion, tyritake, Porthmion, Phanagoria).18

 under these conditions, the Bosporan poleis seem to have united into 
a defensive union headed by the archaianaktid dynasty (Diod. 12.31.1). 
in joining forces they were able to withstand the Scythian onslaught. the 
union of archaianaktids should hardly be treated as one indivisible state 
or one power, however. i would like to point out some facts: the minting of 
Phanagoria and nymphaion in later times19 and the burial mounds of the 
nomadic nobility near nymphaion, Pantikapaion, Phanagoria, kepoi and 
probably hermonassa, with their traditional constructions appeared precisely 
at the time of the archaianaktids.20 So we should consider the possibility 
that within this union, the Bosporan apoikiai preserved a certain degree of 
independence.21
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Stage 3. The early rule of the Spartokids and the Golden 
Age of Bosporos and Scythia (438/7‑c. 300 BC)

in 438/7 Bc the power of Bosporos passed to Spartokos (Diod. 12.31.1). it 
was approximately at this time that a period of stability commenced in the 
northern Black Sea area, leading to the golden age of great Scythia.22 the 
gradual reduction of conflict in the steppes down to the third quarter of the 5th 
century Bc appears to have been the precondition for a general stabilization 
and development of economic and cultural life throughout the region. from 
430 Bc onwards, the greeks began to re-colonize the agricultural territories 
of the northwestern Black Sea coast.23

 all categories of sources state that this golden age in the kimmerian Bos-
poros ran from the last third of the 5th to the beginning of the 3rd century Bc. 
one of the very obvious signs of the favorable military-political situation in 
the region was the development of the Bosporan chora, the historical peak of 
which fell within this period.24 During the second half of the 4th century Bc, 
a small Bosporan colony seems to have operated as a separate greek quarter 
within the barbarian settlement of elizavetovskoe in the Don delta.25

 the first Spartokids are known to have carried out an active policy aimed 
at strengthening their state and expanding its borders.26 Satyros i occupied 
nymphaion and tried to take theodosia; leukon i seized theodosia, Phanago-
ria and the territories of a number of local tribes on the asian side of Bosporos: 
Sindoi, toretoi, kerketai, etc. it was under leukon that the greek-barbarian 
Bosporan kingdom took shape with its mixed culture very vividly mani-
fested in the burials of the Bosporan elite – the famous burial mounds of the 
kimmerian Bosporos. the new structure of the state corresponded with the 
new topography of the local nobility’s burials. these mounds were grouped 
around the two capitals of Bosporos, Pantikapaion and Phanagoria, with the 
former group more numerous and important (the kul’-oba, the Patinioti 
Barrow, the kekuvatskij Barrow, etc.).27 these tumuli show the direction of 
the main political and cultural links with the steppes of the northern Black 
Sea area, indicating the presence of an alliance with close relations between 
Scythia and Bosporos.28 this alliance could only exist as long as the situation 
in the region remained relatively stable, however.
 greater Scythia gradually reached a period of crisis, as well as a weaken-
ing in the political and military sphere. in this sense, the period when the 
most Scythian “royal” kurgans full of gold and silver were constructed – the 
second half of the 4th century Bc – can be thought of as Scythia’s “golden 
autumn”.29 an important point is that in Bosporos things began to change, 
too. from Demosthenes’ speech we know of the war of the Bosporan king 
Pairisades i against the Scythians, which resulted in difficulties in trade (Dem. 
34.8). Yet that war was just a symptom of future difficulties.
 the conflict between Pairisades’ sons in 310/09 Bc (Diod. 20.22-24) should 
most probably not be considered a simple internecine dissension or a small-
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Rhythms of Eurasia and the Main Historical Stages 17

scale civil war.30 the brothers’ quarrel over the Bosporan throne happened dur-
ing a struggle in the region between two ethnic and political groupings – the 
Scythians and Sarmatians. it seems quite natural that Satyros ii and Prytanis 
were supported by the Scythians, the traditional allies of Bosporos, while the 
offended eumelos was backed, most probably, by the Sarmatians (Syrakoi).31 
and it was eumelos who was the winner in this war!
 it is significant that these two local wars do not have any signs of crisis or 
large-scale disorders connected with them. all the disorders related to them 
were of short duration. of course, a war is always bloody and tragic, but 
archaeological data demonstrates that the second half of the 4th century Bc 
was a flourishing period in Bosporan history. it was a proper “golden age”! 
to my mind, a local war could not have been a reason for the large-scale cri-
sis in Bosporos. instead, the reason for the crisis was connected with global 
changes in the world of the nomads of the northern Pontic area.

Stage 4. A time of crisis (first half of the 3rd century BC)

the first half of the 3rd century Bc may be defined in the history of the 
northern Black Sea area as a period of instability connected with the downfall 
of greater Scythia. it seems that the fatal blow which internally weakened 
Scythia was dealt at around 300 Bc by a new wave of nomads – the Sarma-
tians.32 the first wave of the Sarmatian migration from the east was appar-
ently connected with the Syrakoi and aorsoi. Probably it also involved the 
“royal” Sarmatians.33 this migration precipitated a crisis, deeper than that 
of the 5th century Bc, throughout the entire system. the Sarmatians seem to 
have delivered a number of fierce blows against the Scythians, though fail-
ing to secure themselves a place in the area of Scythia. for a relatively long 
time the territory where their tribes roamed was found to the east – in the 
trans-Don and kuban’ areas – while the steppes of the northern coast were 
practically empty until the 2nd century Bc.34 the cause of such an unusual 
phenomenon may have been celtic expansion here from the West. Possibly, 
it was in the trans-Dnieper area that the two expansions – western (celtic) 
and eastern (Sarmatian) – clashed with each other. neither was able to gain a 
final victory, and so the steppes of the northern Black Sea area remained for 
a long time a “no man’s land”.35

 all greek centers along the Black Sea coast faced a difficult period of ad-
aptation to contemporary realities. in the area of the Bosporos and in other 
greek city-states of the region the chora settlements, the most vulnerable to 
hostile attack, disappeared, due to the unsettled conditions of the end of the 
first third of the 3rd century Bc.36 the most eloquent picture of the downfall 
resulting from these military attacks has been uncovered in some of the sites 
in the eastern crimea,37 where in many town centers active construction of 
fortifications began.38 i am not aware of the identity of the perpetrators of this 
catastrophe, but one may assume that it was the leftover groups of Scythians, 
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who had been driven to the crimea from the northern Black Sea area and who 
were in the process of securing new living space for themselves.39 a monetary 
crisis connected with the crisis of the grain trade, which befell the Bosporan 
kingdom as well as other greek states of the region, was an important con-
sequence of the changes that took place during this period of time.40

 on the asian side of the coast, closer to the territories inhabited by the 
Sarmatians, the situation seems to have been worse than on the european side, 
although, there is little concrete evidence of this.41 Still, on the Semibratnee site 
a destruction level related to that time has been noted,42 but it is likely that re-
lations with the new neighbors soon normalized. one should hardly consider 
it accidental that in the civil war of Pairisades’ sons, eumelos, backed by the 
Syrakoi, was the victor. he must also have adhered to this political alignment 
later on. unsurprisingly, at the end of the 4th century Bc, the elizavetinskoe 
site at the kuban’ river became an important point of Bosporan influence over 
the kuban’ area.43 it is important to note that from this point onwards burials 
of the local nobility began to take place only in the asiatic part of the Bospo-
ros. in the territory of the eastern crimea the latest burial of this type – the 
ak-Burun Barrow excavated in 1875 – manifests explicit Maiotian-Sarmatian 
features. it dates to about the end of the 4th century Bc.44

 at that time, a similar situation has been identified in the Don estuary, 
which was close to the route of the Sarmatian campaigns. as shown by the ar-
chaeological excavations at the elizavetovskoe site, a Bosporan colony moved 
there at the very beginning of the 3rd century Bc. it did not last long, however, 
and was burnt down in the 280-270s Bc, probably as a result of the Sarmatian 
attack.45 Yet, almost simultaneously, tanais appeared,46 and became a major 
point for Bosporan influence in the trans-Don area (Strab. 7.4.5).

Stage 5. A Bosporan renaissance (c. 250‑c. 150 BC)

following M. rostovcev, the second half of the 3rd to the first half of the 2nd 
century Bc may be called a period of cultural renaissance in the history of 
the Bosporan kingdom.47 this was again connected with a period of relative 
stability in the steppes of the northern Black Sea area, more evident in the 
eastern part of the region than elsewhere.48

 it is in Bosporos that the most prominent signs of the revival of rural 
settlements may be seen, many of which though (and this is quite telling) 
had fortifications.49 the state’s financial system gradually recovered from the 
collapse. the important financial changes were connected with the reform of 
leukon ii.50

 on the asian side, rich burial mounds of the local nobility were erected 
(the complexes of Mount Vasjurinskaja, Buerova Mogila, Merdžany, etc.).51 
the impression is given that at this stage close, allied relations were preserved 
and developed with the local tribes of the trans-Don and kuban’ areas.
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Stage 6. A new period of instability (mid‑ to late 2nd century BC)

Sometime around the middle of the 2nd century Bc this situation broke down, 
and the relatively trouble-free epoch ended. from beyond the Don new no-
madic tribes began to advance westwards. the depth of this crisis was a direct 
result of the high frequency with which successive waves of nomads arrived, 
creating no reliable basis for the prolonged consolidation of geographically 
and politically stable structures or federations in the region.52 according to 
Strabon’s text (Strab. 7.3.17), this second wave of Sarmatian migration can 
be linked with the roxolanoi, iazyges, and, possibly the ourgoi. Probably 
it also involved the “royal” Sarmatians, who, as mention above, may have 
been living in the steppes of the Don region and who Strabon recorded as 
occupying the right bank of the Dnieper river.53 another group which must 
have been related to this wave was the Satarchoi. Pliny records that these 
people crossed the Don river (Plin. NH 6.22), and one inscription mentions 
their presence in the crimea in the second half of the 2nd century Bc (IOSPE 
i², 672).54 the aspourgianoi appeared in the asian part of Bosporos (Strab. 
11.2.11) and their advance here is usually dated to the last quarter of the 2nd 
century Bc.55 later, the aspourgianoi assumed a very important role in the 
events of Bosporan history.56

 the downfall of several rural settlements on the asian side of the Bos-
poros (so-called taman’ tholos, and others) was a result of these changes in 
the kimmerian Bosporos.57 it was a time when grain had to be imported into 
Pontos from the Mediterranean (Polyb. 4.4-5).
 in order to better oppose the onslaught from the east, the Bosporan rul-
ers sought support from the kings of crimean Scythia: epigraphic evidence 
found in Pantikapaion supports this assumption.58 at this stage, however, 
close relations with the Scythians failed to bear positive results. no doubt, 
crimean Scythia could not provide the Bosporan rulers with any support 
similar to that offered by greater Scythia in the 4th century Bc. Bosporos 
was expected to pay ever greater tribute to the barbarians (Strab. 7.4.4) – in 
fact, it had to collaborate with the piratical tribes of north-western caucasus: 
achaioi, Zygoi and heniochoi (Strab. 11.2.12). the russian epigrapher V.P. 
Jajlenko suggests that the state was on the verge of a true catastrophe because 
of its de-hellenisation.59 under such conditions the last Pairisades had to hand 
over power to Mithradates Vi eupator, king of Pontos (Strab. 7.24.3-4; IOSPE 
i², 352).

Stage 7. Bosporos under Pontic influence (late 2nd century‑63 BC)

the time of the Pontic sovereign’s rule over Bosporos is full of intriguing events 
important for the understanding of the roman period that followed. there are 
sound reasons for assuming that the locals, first of all the Scythians, achaioi, 
etc., did not submit tamely to the loss of their influence in Bosporos. this is 
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how the uprising of the Scythians of Saumakos (107 Bc), famous in russian 
historiography,60 has to be treated. the uprising was suppressed by Diophan-
tos (IOSPE i², 352), while neoptolemos, another Mithradatic military leader, 
inflicted two defeats on the barbarians in the kimmerian Bosporos – one in a 
sea battle, the other in a winter cavalry battle which took place on the ice of 
the Strait of kerch (Strab. 2.1.16; 7.3.18). these barbarians were very likely the 
achaioi and other piratical tribes of the northwestern caucasus.61

 in the Pontic kingdom of Mithradates Vi eupator, Bosporos occupied a 
very important place as the point of delivery for local military detachments to 
his army, as well as for the supply of munitions, food, etc.62 But Mithradates’ 
wars against rome adversely affected Bosporos. after the first Mithradatic 
War, Bosporos withdrew its support from the king (app. Mithr. 64), most 
probably because of local preferences rather than those of the greeks.63 in 
any case, the sources at our disposal let us assume that these were the same 
natives (Scythians and achaioi) who had fought besides Mithradates to retain 
their influence over the Bosporans.64 the idea that it was the Scythians who 
were the most important element in Mithradates’ policy in the region, and 
that they were his main supporters, seems to be much exaggerated. his most 
loyal allies were the Maiotian-Sarmatian tribes of kuban’ area, Sarmatians, 
etc.65

 the defeat of Mithradates in his last war again rome led to his flight to 
Bosporos, which became the training center for his intended italian campaign 
(app. Mithr. 101). the burdens of his previous, unsuccessful wars and of his 
preparations for a new one, as well as the carefully considered actions of the 
romans, led eventually to a situation in which the greek towns and even 
his own army rose in rebellion against the king (app. Mithr. 110-111). it is 
interesting that the local detachments from the northern Black Sea area did 
not participate in the rebellion.66 Mithradates’ death in 63 Bc under these 
conditions was an important indicator of the end of one major period in the 
historical development of the Bosporos and the onset of another.

Conclusion

it seems feasible to divide the six centuries from the 7th to the 1st century 
Bc of the development of the kimmerian Bosporos in pre-roman time into 
the above-mentioned seven periods or stages. all peaks and declines of its 
history, all stages of periodical oscillation illustrate the close connection of 
the history of the Bosporan kingdom with the military-political situation (or 
more correctly – situations) in the steppes of the northern Black Sea area. this 
dynamic process has been described in Ju. gotier’s words, written almost 80 
years ago: the domains of the Bosporan rulers sometimes stretched very far, 
but “during the recurring periods of decline the steppe would free itself from 
the domination of the Bosporan cities and, assuming the offensive, it would 
bring its barbarian influence nearly to the very city gate of Pantikapaion”.67 to 
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my mind, gotier could not have formulated an insight of greater importance 
for our understanding of this area, than he, thus, did.
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